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Trading Commodity Futures with Classical Chart
Patterns.pdf. A commodity market is a market that trades in
the primary economic sector rather than manufactured
products, such as cocoa, fruit and sugar. Hard commodities
are mined, such as gold and oil. Futures contracts are the
oldest way of investing in commodities.. Classical civilizations
built complex global markets trading gold or silver for Greek
traders traded with tin for goods and not much in the way of
trading of commodities. tin went through a series of owners
many of whom wanted to keep their commodity for their own
use. Alexander the Great famously cheated people of their tin
to line his ships. He did not own or acquire in any way any
tin, just the contract. The idea of trading one commodity for
another commodity occurred by the development of a more
organized state around 600 BC. King Solomon was the first
ruler to begin to develop structured organizations that traded
for commodities, the same way any other business would.
Many people believe that the commodities market did
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